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Abstract: Since more than half of the crude oil is deposited in naturally fractured reservoirs, more 

research has been focused on characterizing and understanding the fracture impact on their 

production performance. Naturally open fractures are interpreted from Fullbore Formation Micro-

Imaging (FMI) logs. According to the fracture aperture, they are classified as major, medium, minor 

and hairy fractures in decreasing order of their respective aperture size. Different fracture types 

were set up in this work as a Discrete Fracture Network (DFN) in synthetic models and a sector 

model from a highly naturally fractured carbonate reservoir. The field sector model includes four 

wells containing image logs from two wells and production data from two other wells. Numerous 

simulations were conducted to capture the contribution of fracture type on production performance. 

Primary recovery was used for synthetic and field sector models, while waterflooding and gas 

injection scenarios were considered just for the synthetic models. The results showed that the 

fracture type and its extent play an essential role in production for all studied models. The reservoir 

production capabilities might be underestimated by ignoring any fracture types present in the 

reservoir, especially the major ones. In the secondary recovery, fractures had different impacts. 

Better displacement and higher recovery were promoted for waterflooding, whereas faster 

breakthrough times were observed for the gas injection. The performance during gas injection was 

more dependent on fracture permeability changes than waterflooding. This study’s findings can 

help in better understanding the impact of the different types of fracture networks on oil recovery 

at the various production stages. Additionally, the history matching process can be improved by 

including all types of fractures in the dynamic model. Any simplification of the fracture types might 

end in overestimating or underestimating the oil recovery. 

Keywords: fractured reservoirs; DFN; fracture types; Dual Permeability; oil recovery; water 

injection; gas injection 

 

1. Introduction 

Naturally fractured reservoirs (NFRs) hold substantial amounts of remaining crude 

oil reserves [1–3]. Characterizing and understanding the fractured reservoirs’ production 

mechanisms is vital in providing the future energy demand [4]. Important mechanisms 

such as imbibition and drainage can be reduced or enhanced due to the matrix-fracture 

systems. Many studies have been published regarding these effects [5,6]. Development 

strategies and the simulation of mechanisms and EOR screening involve special consid-

eration for successfully studying fractured reservoirs—for example, Discrete Fracture 

Networks and dual-continuum modeling [7]. Additionally, studies such as carbon storage 

and oil production optimization have highlighted the requirement of realistic models for 

storage and hydrocarbon potential and field development plans for these reservoirs [8,9].  

Open fractures in naturally fractured reservoirs can act as highly permeable channels 

embedded in the low-permeable matrix blocks. This creates a highly complex rock 
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structure, leading to more complex fluid flow mechanisms than conventional reservoirs 

[10]. Predominantly, oil fills the matrix pores and fractures at the beginning of the pro-

duction life cycle. The fracture oil is produced in the initial primary recovery, resulting in 

very high recovery peaks, which may decline rapidly [11]. Few studies have reported frac-

ture effects on primary, secondary and tertiary production stages [12–15]. Fracture char-

acteristics such as aperture size, height and spacing play an essential role in studying the 

effects of fracture networks on fluid flow in porous media [16]. When oil production de-

clines, the secondary production stage starts in the form of water flooding. An increase in 

the water saturation in the fracture network can be observed. The water level rises through 

the fractures, but due to the gravity head and spontaneous imbibition, water starts en-

croaching into the matrix, slowly displacing the oil. Therefore, almost all of the oil comes 

from fracture networks before the breakthrough (B.T.). Hence, all fractures are filled with 

water after the breakthrough, and the produced oil results from the matrix [17]. 

On the other hand, one of the primary displacement mechanisms for injecting gas 

into NFRs is Gas-Assisted Gravity Drainage (GAGD). After the gas invasion, gas-filled 

fractures surround the oil-filled matrix blocks, and the gas can enter (gravity-driven) into 

the matrix, displacing the oil. In gas injection, fracture permeability is a key property for 

high oil recovery. When vertical fracture permeability is higher than horizontal fracture 

permeability, higher recovery can even be reached [18]. Gugle et al. (2022) studied the 

effect of fracture impact on the oil recovery for the gas-invaded zone in fractured reser-

voirs under secondary and tertiary recovery conditions [4]. The fracture network proper-

ties were reported to significantly affect the recovery in the two studied EOR processes: 

water-alternating gas injection [WAG] and foam-assisted water-alternating gas [FAWAG] 

injection. In huff and puff gas injection, fracture conductivity was less important than 

fracture spacing. In the case of fracture spacing, higher recoveries are reported in lower 

fracture spacings [19]. Another essential factor controlling gravity drainage during the gas 

injection is the vertical direction’s reservoir height (thickness). The reimbibition process 

In fractured rock was studied by Aghabarari and his colleagues by creating stacked matrix 

blocks in the vertical direction. The significance of re-imbibing from matrix to matrix, 

forced by the gravity drainage of gas, was confirmed for naturally fractured reservoirs 

[20]. 

Different types of fractures are present in the reservoirs, ranging from hairy to major, 

depending on their aperture. Limited work has been published regarding the different 

fracture network types in production; hence, this research aimed to investigate the impact 

of fracture types on oil recovery in naturally fractured reservoirs during the primary stage, 

gas and water injection. 

2. Methodology 

This work studied the effect of fracture networks on natural depletion and water/gas 

injection processes using commercial simulator software. Different models with increas-

ing complexity were created, starting from two separate two-dimensional models (2D) in 

horizontal and vertical directions. Eventually, a cubic three-dimensional (3D) model was 

investigated, in which the characteristics of both 2D models were combined. Lastly, the 

learnings on the 3D primary recovery results were used to examine the effect of fracture 

flow on a field sector model referring to a giant oil field. The workflow of the conducted 

study is illustrated in Figure 1. 
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Figure 1. Workflow through the different models and production regimes: 2D horizontal for pri-

mary recovery and waterflooding, 2D vertical for gas injection, 3D cube model for primary recovery, 

waterflooding and gas injection, sector model for primary recovery. The icon (+) refers to fractures 

enhancing the production, and (-) refers to fractures compromising the production. 

Different fracture systems were studied in two- and three-dimensional models to 

simulate the impact of fractures on production. At first, the effect of fractures on primary 

production was studied; this was followed by simulating water and gas injection as pri-

mary production options. Finally, a field case sector model was built based on the differ-

ent fracture sets in the field. The Formation Micro-Imaging (FMI) logs, fluid model, po-

rosity, permeability, fluids in place, phase contacts, fracture data and production history 

were used for the sector model construction. The fracture orientation and properties were 

obtained from FMI logs, from which the DFN networks were built and used in the sector 

model. Fractures were classified based on the aperture of the open fractures, where four 

distinct fracture types were defined: major, medium, minor and hairline fractures. The 

highest and lowest apertures (permeability) are major and hairline, respectively. 

The results of the sector model were verified by the construction of the synthetic res-

ervoir models. The sector model was extracted from a field after the history matching. 

These synthetic models were created as 2D and 3D slices in the horizontal and vertical 

directions. The 3D cube model was then studied to verify the results of the sector model. 

The synthetic models use the same relative permeability functions and fluid model as the 

sector model, but they have simpler representations of fractures. The synthetic model 
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features a deterministic distribution of the fractures in three types. The sector model has 

naturally dispersed and highly heterogeneously distributed fractures.  

Figure 2 shows the synthetic 2D model with the deterministic fracture system. Three 

types of fractures were implemented, represented in three colors. The configuration of 

fractures is as follows: major, medium and minor open fractures are described in black 

(a), red (b) and green (c) colors, respectively. The 3D synthetic model generally uses the 

same fracture types with different fracture–fracture distances or fracture densities, which 

may be comparable in 2D and 3D. The 3D model contains six black (large) fractures (a) 

instead of four, six red fractures (medium) (b) instead of four and nine green fractures 

(minor) (c) instead of six.  

 

Figure 2. Schematic of the deterministically distributed fractures model. (a) Major, (b) Medium, (c) 

Minor. 

Table 1 shows the size of the 2D and 3D synthetic models. Three cases—namely, ma-

jor fractures, major + medium fractures and major + medium + minor—were used to con-

duct the synthetic models’ simulations. A fair number of grid cells should be known to 

generate working simulation grids with symmetric matrix blocks between the fractures. 

This is important because the cell at the fracture location is taken as a dual-permeability 

cell, and other cells are considered matrix cells. Hence, the user must find a fitting number 

of cells to honor the symmetric matrix block size between fracture sets. For example, grid 

cells with 67 × 67 are taken with all fracture sets in the two-dimensional horizontal syn-

thetic models, while the matrix block size between the fractures is 10 × 10 grid cells. When 

only major and medium fractures are considered, the matrix blocks are represented sym-

metrically by 21 × 21 grid cells for the same model.  

Table 1. Synthetic model dimensions. 

Model Type XYZ Dimension  Grid Cell Number 

2D horizontal 15m × 15m× 1m 67 × 67 × 1 

2D vertical 15m × 1m × 15m 67 × 1 × 67 

3D 15m × 15m × 15m 37 × 37 × 37 

Sector 14km × 3km × 0.5km 21 × 65 × 22 
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Rock Physics and Fluid Model  

The rock properties used in all synthetic models are presented in Table 2. The matrix 

properties are assumed constant throughout all synthetic models. A different matrix per-

meability at the low-Darcy scale was used to capture the fracture’s contribution for the 

primary recovery case. For the sector model, matrix properties are not constant as ob-

tained through log data from the field. The fractures are first introduced as geometrical 

planes in space and are then combined into three separate DFNs: 

• Major fracture DFN 

• Major and medium fracture DFN 

• Major, medium and minor fracture DFN 

After property upscaling, fracture permeability, porosity and shape factor values are 

used. 

Table 2. Rock properties for the 2D and 3D synthetic models. 

Property & Units Value 

Matrix porosity, fraction  0.20 

Matrix permeability, mD 1.00 

Major fracture porosity, fraction 0.45 

Medium fracture porosity, fraction 0.22 

Minor fracture porosity, fraction 0.04 

Major fracture permeability, Darcy 4.5 

Medium fracture permeability, Darcy 1.10 

Minor fracture permeability, Darcy 0.044 

Shape factor sigma, 1/m2 80 

In this work, the black oil fluid (live oil), based on field data, was used for the de-

signed reservoir models in almost all simulation cases. A different fluid model was used 

in the primary production cases as the only exception. Because of the fast pressure drop 

during primary production, a synthetic dead oil fluid model was used to handle conver-

gence issues. The dead fluid model consists of water and oil, whereas the field fluid model 

includes dissolved gas in addition to water and oil phases. The densities of all phases for 

the live and dead oil are given in Table 3. All synthetic models considered the upper res-

ervoir edge at 1000 m TVD. The initial reservoir pressure was set to 250 bar. The upper 

edge in the sector model is set at a depth of 6200 ft, with an initial pressure of 3630 psi. 

Table 3. Fluid model properties. 

Fluid model Phase 
Density 

(kg/m3) 

Live Oil Water 1,107 

Live Oil Gas 0.913 

Live Oil Oil 855 

Dead Oil Water 1,020 

Dead Oil Gas 0.811 

Dead Oil Oil 875 

For describing multi-phase flow effects, eight relative permeability saturation func-

tions were used for the matrix in the sector model—four for the drainage and four for the 

imbibition processes. The relative permeability in the synthetic models was simplified, 

because only one representative relative permeability function (Figure 3) was chosen for 

all the available permeability functions of the sector model. For the fracture relative per-

meability curves, straight lines with zero capillary pressure in the fractures were assumed. 
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The fractures in the synthetic model use the same relative permeability function as those 

in the sector model. 

 

Figure 3. Relative permeability curves for the synthetic models. 

3. Results & Discussion 

This section is organized based on production regimes. First, the primary recovery 

was studied in 2D and 3D synthetic models, followed by secondary production by water 

injection and gas injection. Then, the results of the sector model are presented and dis-

cussed for primary recovery considering real field data. 

3.1. Primary Recovery 

The primary recovery was investigated in both synthetic models (2D and 3D) and the 

sector model. The single producer, well under pressure control, allows for setting up a 

specific pressure limit above the bubble point pressure and capturing the reservoir’s po-

tential without adjusting any rates manually. No additional pressure support was applied 

in the synthetic models. 

Figure 4 illustrates the 2D horizontal model with embedded fractures and wells. This 

model was used mainly as a base model to test the fractures’ impact on oil production. 
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Fluid flow and pressure changes are only possible inside the model restrictions because a 

no-flow boundary is applied to prevent exchanges with the surrounding environment. 

 

Figure 4. 2D horizontal slice with major, medium, and minor fractures; blue dot: producer well; red 

dot: injector for secondary waterflooding. 

The vertical production well (blue dot in Figure 4) has a bottom hole pressure limit 

of 10 bar and directly contacts the major fractures. The results are based on this fact; dif-

ferent behavior would be expected if the well was not in direct contact with the fracture 

network.  

Figures 5 and 6 represent the influence of each fracture type on production perfor-

mance. In Figure 4, and throughout a large portion of this work, curves in plots are named 

after the fracture types: MajFr stands for major fractures, MajMedFr stands for major + 

medium fractures and MajMedMinFr stands for major + medium + minor fractures. Ma-

trix permeability at the low-Darcy scale was chosen for the primary recovery, which is 

why extremely low recoveries were produced. Nevertheless, fractures show a positive 

effect on recovery. As anticipated, the pressure drops faster when more fractures are in-

troduced and more are produced in the reservoir model. Obviously, fractures enhance 

production significantly. The relative difference can be obtained by comparing the end-

points of two recovery curves and creating a ratio. For example, by comparing the Maj-

MedFr curve (Rf,end,MajMed = 0.01976) and MajFr curve (Rf,end,Maj = 0.01151) with the 

relation 1 − (Rf,end,Maj/Rf,end,MajMed) an increase of 42% can be observed. An addi-

tional increase of 13% in oil recovery might be observed if all fractures are considered 

compared to only major and medium fractures. This indicates that medium fractures com-

prehend more oil production than minor fractures. 
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Figure 5. Primary production for all fracture types in the 2D horizontal slice. 

 

Figure 6. Pressure distribution in the 2D horizontal slice during primary production for different 

fracture sets: major fractures on the left, major and medium fractures in the middle and medium 

and minor fractures on the right. 

Interestingly, although the single producer is placed only in one corner, the pressure 

distribution in Figure 6 is symmetrical, as the fractures are much more permeable than 

the matrix. This allows the pressure to drop symmetrically around the matrix block, where 

it contacts the fractures. The considerable gap in permeability between the fracture and 

matrix domain is necessary to capture the fracture’s contribution to primary production, 

at least for such small-scale models.  

Similar findings in the 3D cube model, as illustrated in Figure 7, are observed. The 

contribution of each fracture type is very similar to the 2D slice. As can be seen, the lowest 

recovery efficiency was achieved with the major fractures. Again, by comparing the end-

points of the recovery curves, the relative contribution of every fracture type was esti-

mated. An increase of 32% can be observed compared to major fractures alone. The in-

crease in oil recovery depends on which fracture type is added to the major fractures. The 

relative increase is smaller when medium and minor fractures are added to the major 

ones, increasing by around 40% compared to the only major fracture case. In other words, 

MajMedFr produced 32% more than MajFr, but MajMedMinFr had 40% more than MajFr, 

meaning that the minor fractures contributed less than the medium fractures to the ulti-

mate oil recovery. 
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Figure 7. Recovery efficiency under primary production for all three fracture sets in the 3D cube. 

The pressure distribution shows the same trend for the 2D horizontal model. Faster 

pressure drops were observed when more fractures were included. In general, the third 

dimension did not offer new or additional effects in the primary recovery; instead, the 

same findings as in the 2D model were observed.  

Fractures improve the 2D and 3D performance regarding natural depletion without 

any pressure support. The case with major, medium and minor fractures performed 40% 

better than the major fractures only. Fractures support the depletion of the reservoir more 

efficiently, resulting in higher pressure drops and faster declines. Less oil recovery was 

observed if no fractures were included in the 2D models. The relative influence of each 

fracture type on production corresponds to their permeability (aperture size).  

3.2. Secondary Recovery by Waterflooding 

Waterflooding was first studied in the 2D horizontal model. Water is injected with a 

constant rate of 0.24 m3/day, which equals approximately two pore volumes in one year. 

Secondary recovery by waterflooding is conducted under initial conditions and not after 

the primary production. 

As shown in Figure 8, the trend is more complex than primary recovery. Two trends 

appear; the oil is displaced in the fractures, and then the oil starts to be drained from the 

matrix. Further investigation is needed to confirm this with the 3D model. The second 

observation shows that the fracture network impacts recovery in the early period. Almost 

all of the fracture networks performed similarly, but the major fracture network alone 

performed the worst at later times. The initial equal production between the three cases is 

as expected because the volume of oil initially in the fractures is minimal compared to the 

total pore volume. Hence, the displacement of this oil in the fractures is almost equal for 

all three cases. When the minor fracture was added to the major + medium case, a slight 

difference was observed in the recovery, indicating the nonimpact minor fractures in the 

studied case. 
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Figure 8. Oil recovery efficiency during water flooding in the 2D horizontal slice. 

Regarding the pressure response, as shown in Figure 9, severe decline at early times 

is related to the fast production from fractures. Subsequently, the pressure remains con-

stant, representing a matrix-governed flow behavior. 

 

Figure 9. Pressure curve in the 2D horizontal model during waterflooding. 

The waterflooding case was conducted using vertical injectors and producer wells in 

the 3D synthetic model. Water was injected with a rate of 0.246 m3/day throughout 15 

years, which approximates two pore volumes, and a pressure limit of 245 bar constraints 

the producer. 

The main observation from Figure 10 is that the oil recovery curve is similar to the 

2D slice model. The MajMedMinFr case performed best, although the difference between 

the MajMedMinFr and MajMedFr cases is relatively small. This indicates that minor frac-

tures do not affect oil production to a large extent. By comparing the ultimate recovery 

endpoints, it was estimated that the MajMedFr case produced around 10% more oil than 

the case with major fractures alone (10% = 1 − RfMajFr/RfMajMedFr). Once the minor frac-

tures are included, an additional increase in production is observed. By comparing the 

recovery curves again, the MajMedMinFr case produced 4% more than the MajMedFr 

case. These results were obtained with two pore volumes of water injected over 15 years, 

and the pressure was maintained to be constant. The waterflooding cases show more sen-

sitivity to very high drawdown pressures. For example, to honor the two-pore volumes 
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injected, the same simulation cases were run for two years but with higher injection rates. 

The results disclosed increased drawdown pressure by reducing the bottom hole pressure 

limit to 100 bar. The high drawdown pressure resulted in high production rates, which 

enhanced the fast depletion of fractures. This allowed for distinguishing two periods in 

the oil recovery curve, as was observed in the 2D horizontal slice during waterflooding. 

The first period initially involves a sharp increase in oil production, approaching a plateau 

due to oil displacement in the fractures by water. Subsequently, most recovery initiates 

from the imbibition of water into the matrix, driving the oil from the matrix to the frac-

tures. Another observation is that the imbibition is dependent on the fracture types. As 

can be seen from Figure 8, when more fractures are included, the plateau starts and ends 

earlier, indicating an easy oil displacement from the matrix to the fractures. In Figure 10, 

the plateau is not visible anymore. Still, the bend in the recovery curves (approximately 

1.5 years of production for all curves) eventually indicates that the fracture types impact 

the oil displacement. According to that, the MajFr case performed the least efficiently. 

Similar to the observations discussed for the 2D model, adding fractures to the major ones 

increases recovery. The major + medium fracture (MajMedFr) case resulted in 10% more 

oil than the major fractures alone. The minor fractures contribute significantly less to the 

production than the medium fractures. Less than 1% higher ultimate recovery can be 

reached in the MajMedMinFr case compared to the MajMedFr case. 

Moreover, the contribution of the fractures in oil production is independent of the 

drawdown pressure. In other words, the contribution of the different fracture sets com-

pared to each other remained constant even though the drawdown pressure changed. 

However, the runs with two pore volumes over 15 years of injection are more realistic for 

further study. Their drawdown is expected to be more reasonable for sensitivity studies 

(Figure 10). 

 

Figure 10. Waterflooding recovery in the 3D cube. 

Figure 11 shows the water saturation for the three waterflooding cases with reason-

able drawdown (2 P.V. injected over 15 years). The slices are taken from a middle layer of 

the synthetic 3D model after different time steps. In the vertical slice, the flow direction is 

from left to right. The waterfront encroaches into the matrix blocks as the colors represent 

the saturation scale. When more fractures are introduced, the water principally utilizes 

the fractures for more efficient oil displacement. In the case with all fractures included, 

some oil is left in the fractures even after 13 years. The imbibition of water into the matrix 

and the following oil transport into the fracture are especially visible at later time steps of 

the major, medium and minor fracture cases. 
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Figure 11. Water saturation distribution during water flooding in the 3D cube model for different 

sets of fractures applied: major fractures on the left, major and medium fractures in the middle and 

major, medium and minor fractures on the right side,  

In this work, fractures showed positive effects in the case of water flooding. Better 

performance was observed when more fractures were used in the DFN construction. The 

water injection utilizes all fractures for the oil displacement; hence, excluding some might 

result in a lower recovery. Ignoring fractures or their permeability, underestimating their 

number would lead to underestimating the model’s potential. Fractures help distribute 

the water in the domain, allowing for more effective oil displacement from the matrix. The 

water imbibition is a time-dependent process that determines oil delivery to the fracture 

system, where it can be produced. If fractures are depleted quickly, a plateau in produc-

tion is reached, with water imbibition being the critical time process at a later stage. 

3.3. Secondary Recovery by Gas Injection 

A vertical 2D model was used for the gas injection since gravitational effects are ex-

pected. The same properties were assigned for the 2D horizontal model but in a vertical 

orientation to enable gravity-related mechanisms. As can be seen in Figure 12, two hori-

zontal wells are placed into the model for better observation of gravity-related mecha-

nisms. The two horizontal wells are perforated over the whole length and directly contact 

the fracture system. 

 

Figure 12. Horizontal wells for secondary production by gas injection. 
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The simulation results for vertical and horizontal wells were obtained under the as-

sumption of immiscible gas injection. The gas injection takes place with 0.05 m3/day under 

reservoir conditions, irrespective of whether vertical or horizontal wells are used. For five 

years, two-pore volumes of gas were injected (Figure 13). Horizontal wells perform better 

than vertical wells, which is mostly related to enhanced gravity effects. Thus, horizontal 

wells are implemented in the 3D model for future studies. Moreover, the results show the 

inverse trend for the fracturing effect. Due to the matrix height reduction when more frac-

tures are included in the model, simulation cases with only major fractures perform better 

than other cases (major + medium or major + medium + minor fractures system). 

 

Figure 13. Oil recovery performance of the gas injection in the 2D vertical model. 

A model with a doubled size in vertical length was created to study the gravity-re-

lated effects. This extended 2D vertical slice model resembles the standard 2D vertical but 

with a doubled height. The larger height case validates that the 2D vertical slice results 

are not due to the limited size or gravitational effects. However, the same results were 

observed in the 2D and extended 2D vertical models. This is why it was concluded that 

the gas injection process could be studied in the 3D model without changing its size. 

Based on the 3D model results, the opposite order is observed for the three cases 

compared to the primary production. The maximum oil recovery is attained in the major 

fracture type case, which might be related to the matrix block height. The smaller the ma-

trix blocks, the more the continuity of the oil in the vertical direction is disrupted, leading 

to less effective gravity drainage. Additionally, smaller matrix blocks are estimated to fea-

ture a higher capillary pressure threshold, acting as a barrier to gravity drainage. One grid 

block is expelling the non-wetting phase (oil), which must enter the next grid block—for 

this, it needs to overcome the capillary entry pressure from the fracture to the matrix, 

which works with a high gravity head. This conclusion is based on results obtained with 

different vertical matrix block sizes. As can be seen from Figure 14, larger matrix block 

sizes resulted in higher recoveries. However, when minor or medium fracture types are 

added to the model, the matrix block sizes decrease, decreasing the recovery efficiency. 

Larger matrix block sizes permit the smoother displacement of oil by gas. The fracture 

type and matrix dimensions of the studied cases are given in Table 4. 
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Figure 14. Oil recovery efficiency during gas injection in the 3D model. 

Table 4. Matrix block dimension of different fracture sets. 

Fracture Type Matrix Dimension 

MajFr 15m × 15m × 15m 

MajMedFr 5m × 5m × 5m 

MajMedMinFr 2.5m × 2.5m × 2.5m 

The gas saturation profile for three cases is shown in Figure 15. The gravity-driven 

encroachment of injected gas can be observed in all cases. The most efficient displacement 

occurs in the case of major fractures, as gravity drainage can occur most effectively. The 

snapshots are taken perpendicular to the horizontal wells from the central section of the 

cube. Fractures in Figure 15 tend to be dominated by red colors, indicating high gas satu-

ration and that gas breakthrough occurs at very early stages. The injected gas flows 

through the fractures, bypassing the majority of oil in the matrix since there is not enough 

time for the gas to encroach the matrix and displace the oil. 

 

Figure 15. Gas saturation distribution in the 3D cube model during gas injection for different sets of 

fractures applied: major fractures on the left, major and medium fractures in the middle and major, 

medium and minor fractures on the right side. 

The gas injection in 3D domains appears very sensitive to early breakthrough. There-

fore, oil recovery might be affected by the fracture types and their extent. The results show 
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that the injected gas flows through the fractures and hardly enters the matrix surrounded 

by highly permeable fractures. When different fracture types are combined—for instance, 

major, medium and minor fractures—the performance is still retarded, because it seems 

that the gas did not have enough time to enter the matrix and displace the oil. A smaller 

number of fractures, in combination with matrix-fracture permeabilities of approximately 

the same order, resulted in the most effective displacement. The observed effects might 

be related to the height of the matrix block. The gravity drainage mechanism activates gas 

rushes through the fractures and surrounds the matrix block, and a higher recovery re-

sults from more prominent gravity drainage with larger matrix block sizes. With fractures 

being introduced, matrix blocks are parted into smaller elements, and the continuity of 

the oil in the matrix is broken, mitigating gravity drainage effects. Additionally, higher 

capillary pressure thresholds in smaller matrix blocks act as a barrier for the injected gas 

to enter the matrix and displace the oil. 

3.4. Sector Model 

The sector model is from a highly heterogeneous, naturally fractured carbonate res-

ervoir. Natural fractures are due to tectonic stresses and can be oriented vertically and 

horizontally. Horizontal ones are less often observed than vertical fractures. High over-

burden stress seals the horizontal fractures in many places if no propping agent can keep 

them open. Regardless, both can be recorded and measured by formation image logs. First 

and foremost, open fractures can be distinguished from closed or filled fractures. In this 

simulation study, the closed or sealed fractures are considered the matrix, and only the 

open fractures are classified into specific fracture groups.  

Open fractures might have positive and negative impacts on oil production. Frac-

tures benefit production by generating high permeable paths through the reservoir and 

promoting early breakthrough or coning effects [21]. Figure 16 illustrates the shape of the 

sector model. Four wells are realized; well #1 and #2 are production wells, whereas well 

#3 and #4 are data acquisition wells for the FMI logs. 

 

Figure 16. The anticline-shaped sector model with four existing wells. The sector model is part of a 

giant carbonate field. 

Once open fractures are interpreted and verified (e.g., image logs, mud loss data, 

resistivity logs, core analysis, seismic interpretation), they are classified into subgroups. 

The studied field had too many interpreted open fracture types; however, only four frac-

ture categories for the simulation work were defined based on the fracture’s aperture due 

to the objectives of this work. The classified fracture types include major, medium, minor 
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and hairline fractures. The average aperture size and permeability of these fractures are 

given in Table 5. All other closed fracture types were not considered because of their min-

imal impact on production. 

Table 5. Fracture types and their properties. 

Fracture Type Average Aperture Size [µm] Average Permeability [md] 

Hairline 10 0.0007  

Minor 200 3.60  

Medium  400 17.10 

Major 600 72.30 

Matrix - 0.10 

As part of the studied field, the sector model uses the fluid model and SCAL data 

assigned to the sector of interest. The objective is to study and examine the contribution 

of four different fracture types. The available historical production and pressure data are 

used as a reference line for a better visual assessment of the results. 

In the sector, no injection wells exist, so the results obtained were only valid for pri-

mary recovery. Figure 17 shows the oil production of producer well #01 from the sector 

model with different fracture type combinations. The red dots represent the observed data 

from the well in this period, whereas the curves are simulation results. As expected from 

the studies with the synthetic models, higher production and a good match are achieved 

when all fractures are included. The cases with all four fractures and those with major, 

medium and minor fractures overlap. However, the impact of the minor fractures is note-

worthy compared to the hairline fractures but not as high as the influence of the medium 

fractures. Although the trend might be coherent with the observed production data, the 

decline of the curves is prominent. This is expected because the sector model represents 

only a fraction of the field. 

 

Figure 17. Oil production rates for well #01 in the sector model under natural depletion. 

A similar trend for the pressure curves is shown in Figure 18. Again, hairline frac-

tures do not contribute, and the blue curve overlaps the grey curve. The same results were 

obtained for the second producer (well #2), demonstrating the significance of fracture 

types in the studied field. 
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Figure 18. Pressure profile for well #1 in the sector model under natural depletion. 

In the sector model, fractures were also vital elements in oil production. When all 

fractures are included, the trend better represents the observed production data. Remov-

ing fracture types from simulation cases resulted in lower production that does not de-

scribe the observed data precisely. The influence of each fracture type during the sector 

model’s primary production corresponds to the synthetic models’ findings. Hairline frac-

tures barely contributed to the production, whereas the major fractures contributed the 

most, followed by medium and minor fractures. As seen from the production and pres-

sure profiles, there is no difference between all four fracture type cases and those without 

hairline fractures. 

Fractured reservoirs are treated as non-fractured reservoirs during primary produc-

tion; even though they are fractured, they are overestimated according to the observed 

effects of this work. In fractured reservoirs with matrix permeability, the matrix alone 

cannot supply the observed production without the transport capabilities of the fractures. 

The determination and validation of the existing open fractures play a key role in opti-

mally understanding and producing a given reservoir. As was observed in this study, not 

all fractures contribute equally to oil production. The identification and classification of 

open fractures based on their aperture can provide a better understanding of fracture con-

tribution not only in the primary production but also in the gas injection and water flood-

ing due to the different related production mechanisms.  

4. Conclusions 

Based on the results of the fracture and matrix properties used in this study for the 

different constructed models, the following conclusions can be outlined: 

1. Primary production in the synthetic models depends on the permeability difference 

between the fracture and matrix. The contribution of fractures is more pronounced 

when the permeability ratio is in the order of 107. If the permeability contrast is not 

large enough, all synthetic cases, which are very restricted in terms of the size and 

number of fractures, deliver the same oil recovery, and no additional contribution of 

fractures can be observed. Nevertheless, fractures positively affected oil production 

during primary recovery, resulting in smooth pressure distribution and depletion. 

For larger models with stochastically distributed fractures, such as the sector model, 

the permeability contrast between the fracture and matrix is 10-103. It is enough to 

capture the contribution of fracture types to oil production because historical pro-

duction can be used as a reference. 

2. Major fractures were found to contribute the most to the production in the sector 

model, followed by medium and minor fractures. No contribution of the hairline 

fractures is found, indicating that hairy fractures have no impact on the primary 
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recovery. The history matching process can be improved by including all types of 

fractures in the dynamic model. Any simplification of the fracture types might end 

in overestimating the oil recovery. 

3. Water injection benefited from the given fracture networks in this work. The capillary 

imbibition of water into the matrix drained the oil into the fractures, allowing for 

transport towards the producer. High injection rates delay the imbibition process, 

with a plateau in recovery during production.  

4. Significant contributions were observed for major and medium fractures, and major 

fractures contribute more to oil production than medium fractures. The most negli-

gible contribution is detected for the minor fractures, which hardly impact the ulti-

mate recovery efficiency. 

5. If high injection rates were applied, the gas injection process was prone to an early 

breakthrough, in which fractures negatively affect oil recovery. 

6. Gravity drainage is a slow process that benefits from large matrix blocks apart from 

low injection rates. The case with only major fractures showed the highest recovery 

due to larger matrix sizes. Therefore, efficient gas injection is expected with low per-

meable fractures and larger matrix sizes.  
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Nomenclature 

m Meter 

ft Foot 

psi Pounds per square inch 

mD Millidarcy 

µm 10−6 m 

Kro Oil relative permeability 

Krw Water relative permeability 

P.C. Capillary pressure (psi) 

allFr All fractures 

DFN Discrete Fracture Network  

EOR Enhance Oil Recovery 

FAWAG Foam-Assisted Water-Alternating Gas  

FMI Formation Micro-Imaging  

GAGD Gas-Assisted Gravity Drainage  

MajFr major fractures 

MajMedFr major + medium fractures 

MajMedMinFr major + medium + minor fractures 

NFR Naturally Fractured Reservoir  

P.V Pore volume 

R.F. Recovery factor 

STB/day Standard barrels per day 

WAG Water-Alternating Gas Injection 
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TVD true vertical depth 
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